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Dissertation overview 

The goal of my research is to develop methods for characterizing large-scale movement of demersal fish 

species such as Pacific halibut, sablefish, and Pacific cod in Alaska using electronic tags. This information 

is increasingly sought by fisheries managers who need to understand the degree of movement between 

management areas, movement from juvenile to adult areas, spawning migration timing and pathways, 

occupation of particular areas or habitat types, etc. Large-scale movement information can be obtained 

from electronic archival tags that record continuous measurements of depth, light (when available), 

temperature, and (potentially) the earth’s magnetic field. Estimating daily locations of the tagged fish 

between the known locations of tag deployment and recovery is accomplished by matching the data 

recorded by the tagged fish each day to maps of these variables in the study area. For this process, 

known as geolocation, information about the scale of daily movement is also needed because many 

locations with environmental data that match archival tag data are farther away than the fish could 

swim during a given time period. To obtain information about the scale of fish movement on a daily 

basis, acoustic tags can be used. Thus by employing both archival and acoustic electronic tags, we can 

begin to understand detailed movements of migratory fish species at daily, seasonal, and annual 

timescales. This report will focus on the ways in which my dissertation research contributes to our ability 

to understand large-scale movements of demersal fishes based on insights from both archival and 

acoustic tags.  

 In the first chapter of my dissertation (Nielsen et al. 2014), I characterized the movement patterns of 

adult pacific halibut in Glacier Bay, Alaska over short time scales (days to months) during the summer 

and fall using acoustic telemetry. Most of the tagged fish displayed non-dispersive (e.g., “home range”) 

movement patterns during the summer that occurred at spatial scales of less than 1 km. However some 

fish moved more broadly around the study area with a movement pattern that was more consistent 

with random movement (e.g., “random walk”). This preliminary information on the types and scales of 

movement patterns observed during summer can be used to model halibut movement patterns for 

other applications, including large-scale movement models.  

Chapters two and three of my dissertation are under development and will focus on methods for 

characterizing large-scale movement of demersal fish in Alaska. Although my research is based on Pacific 

halibut data,  the methods developed will be applicable to other demersal fish such as sablefish and 

Pacific cod. In Chapter 2, I will assess the potential for using newly-developed geomagnetic archival tags 

for geolocation of fish in different regions of Alaska. Chapter three will feature the application of a 

Hidden Markov Model to characterize large-scale movements of Pacific halibut. This chapter will provide 

information on Pacific halibut migration timing, pathways, spawning locations, and inter-annual site 



fidelity.  Because these chapters are still being developed, the remainder of this report will focus on 

them. 

Background: geolocation of demersal fish in Alaska 

Geolocation methods are well-developed for pelagic fish such as tuna, for which light data collected by 

archival tags is used to determine day length and time of local noon which can then be converted to 

latitude and longitude (Musyl et al. 2001). Light-based geolocation estimates can be refined by matching 

temperature recorded by the tag when the tagged fish occupies surface waters to maps of sea surface 

temperature from satellites. However, such methods are not well-suited for demersal fishes that occupy 

depths greater than 150 m (Seitz et al. 2006) or high latitudes during the winter because light levels are 

too low and bottom temperatures are not mapped accurately.  

Geolocation is challenging for demersal fish. Geolocation methods for demersal fishes typically rely 

primarily on depth measurements by archival tags attached to them. Demersal fishes such as flatfish and 

cod spend long periods of time motionless on the seafloor. During motionless time periods, the depth 

measurements recorded by archival tags record the change in depth that occurs as the tide comes in 

and out above the motionless fish, which results in a sinusoidal pattern observed in the depth record for 

that fish. The amplitude (half of the difference between high tide and low tide) and phase (time of high 

tide) can be obtained from this sinusoidal depth pattern in the archival data and compared to tidal 

model output in the study area in a process known as tidal geolocation (Hunter et al. 2003).  However, 

tidal models and bathymetric maps are not well developed in areas of Alaska and depth resolution of 

tags is sometimes less than tidal fluctuations, all of which can prevent using tidal geolocation for 

studying Alaskan fishes. My dissertation will focus on developing methods to overcome the challenges 

of estimating daily positions of demersal fishes in Alaska.   

Dissertation Chapter 2: Assessing the performance of new geomagnetic archival tags for tracking fish 

in Alaska  

Because the earth’s magnetic field varies in space and can be mapped, the magnitude of the earth’s 

magnetic is field another potential variable that could be used for geolocation of demersal fish in Alaska. 

Magnetic field characteristics vary strongly between geographic regions, so feasibility studies need to be 

conducted to predict accuracy and precision of geomagnetic geolocation in each new area. For this 

chapter I assess gradient strength and orientation in different regions of Alaska relative to different 

migratory pathways to determine whether this new method would be valuable for geolocation in 

different areas. I also assess the accuracy, precision, and general performance of different geomagnetic 

tags.   

In summary, I have found that in theory, geolocation may be useful for use in certain regions of Alaska 

based on a model that describes the largest component of the magnetic field. For example, a fish tagged 

in the Shumagin Islands that moves along the continental shelf toward Kodiak will move through very 

steep magnetic field gradients. However, movement of a fish tagged in Prince William Sound toward SE 

Alaska will not be detected by geomagnetic geolocation as the fish would be moving with the gradient 

instead of against it.  



Although this technology appears to be promising in theory, several major problems need to be 

overcome before geomagnetic tags can be deployed on a large scale. The first issue concerns the 

presence of magnetic anomalies which are caused by certain geological land forms. In my recent 

research in Glacier Bay I mapped the magnetic field using data I collected with a high-resolution 

magnetometer. I found that the magnitude of the magnetic field differed from mapped values by an 

order of magnitude in anomaly areas. Second, the tags are in early stages of development. Most 

geomagnetic tag models I have tested suffer from calibration issues and will measure different values of 

the magnetic field if the tag is rotated. In practice, the data produced by these tags are too noisy to be 

useful. However most tag manufacturers seek feedback and are continuing to improve their products. 

Once reliable tags are available, further validation studies should be conducted throughout the Gulf of 

Alaska and Bering Sea to determine whether the magnetic anomalies will be a problem for geomagnetic 

geolocation in Alaska. I hope to finish this chapter by June 2016. 

Dissertation Chapter 3: Residence and seasonal migration of Pacific halibut in an Alaskan fjord 

This chapter features the adaptation of a Hidden Markov Model for use in geolocation of demersal 

fishes in Alaska. I am applying this model to archival tag data obtained from Pacific halibut tagged in 

Glacier Bay National Park to characterize migration timing, pathways, and potential spawning locations. 

However, the model can also be applied to existing archival data sets for sable fish (Katy Echave, NOAA) 

and Pacific cod (Dan Nichol, NOAA). 

Geolocation models link the data collected by archival tags to maps of environmental data in the study 

area using information on fish movement patterns. If gradients are strong enough, very simple models 

that include some estimate of the maximum distance a fish can move in a day will suffice. However 

when multiple sources of geolocation data are used or the geolocation data have very broad gradients, a 

more sophisticated state-space model that incorporates all available information may be a better 

approach. State-space movement models consist of an underlying movement model that represents the 

way a fish is expected to move on a daily basis combined with an observation model that links data from 

the tag to specific locations each day through likelihood functions. State-space models provide 

uncertainty in daily position estimates as well as the most probable track. Additional metrics such as 

residence time in specific areas can also be estimated. Finally, state-space models allow for different 

movement states such as foraging or migrating. One potential disadvantage for the state-space 

modeling approach is the complexity of the model, which can require a steep learning curve.  

I am in the process of adapting a state-space model that was developed by Martin Pedersen for Atlantic 

cod based on tidal geolocation (Pedersen et al. 2008). For this Hidden Markov Model, the study area is 

divided into discrete grid cells that each contain a probability that the fish is located within it on a given 

day. Discrete grid cells are important for fish that occupy near-shore areas, as the probability that the 

tagged fish is occupying cells on land can be set to zero. The underlying movement model is diffusion (2-

D Gaussian kernel). The modeler can designate each day as 1 of 2 different movement states prior to the 

modeling (e.g., based on auxiliary data or some distinct pattern in the data), and diffusion will be 

estimated for each state based on maximum likelihood.  



The adapted model is based on maximum daily depth. The assumption for this geolocation variable is 

that the maximum depth recorded by the fish over the course of a day is representative of the depth of 

the sea floor on that day and thus can be matched to bathymetric maps of the study area through a 

likelihood function. The model can be used with either pop-up satellite tag data (which consists of daily 

summaries) or detailed data from harvest-recovered tags. Other geolocation data sources can be added 

when they are available. For example, improvements in light sensing technology have led to surprisingly 

good estimates of latitude and longitude when fish occupy depths < 100 m. Tidal geolocation may also 

be possible when detailed data sets and tidal models are available. Finally, magnetic field data may 

prove to be of value, particularly in locations such as the western Gulf of Alaska where the magnetic 

field gradients are steep.  

The types of data available for characterizing migration of the tagged fish from Glacier Bay vary based 

on tag type and whether or not detailed data is available from physical recoveries. Maximum daily depth 

is available for all tagged fish. Four of the tags from migrating fish were physically recovered, so we will 

be able to include tidal geolocation in the model for those tags based on a recently-developed tidal 

model of southeast Alaska and the adjacent Gulf of Alaska (Shi et al. 2014). We will also be able to 

include geomagnetic data in the model for the 4 migrating fish with detailed data (pending correction 

and validation of poorly calibrated magnetic data, see chapter 2 discussion above).  Light-based 

geolocation estimates are also available for some of the tagged fish.    

The ability to include information on movement states is important for halibut, as movement patterns 

can differ dramatically between summer foraging and winter migration. Based on previous acoustic 

telemetry research (Nielsen et al. 2014), halibut movement during the summer can be categorized as 

non-dispersive (or “home range”) or diffusive (“random walk”). Migratory movement would be 

expected to be directed, or ballistic. The HMM currently uses diffusion to describe both home range and 

migration; this is adequate for describing home range behavior (where the diffusion coefficient can 

approach 0), but adding an advection term to the movement model might be necessary to describe the 

underlying movement patterns that occur during migration more accurately. For the migrating fish from 

Glacier Bay, we were able to detect the transition from summer foraging to seasonal migration 

movement patterns based on distinct changes in depth and acceleration.  

To understand how the model performs under different situations (movement patterns, movement 

states, geolocation data sources, grid sizes, etc.), I am comparing the locations estimated by the model 

under certain conditions to the known locations from a simulated data set. Performance of the model is 

determined by computing the mean squared error between estimated and known (simulated) daily 

position estimates. This process of assessing performance with different model inputs is necessary to 

ensure that the model is flexible enough to handle different data types and different situations that may 

be encountered for use on multiple species in different regions of Alaska. I hope to finish this chapter by 

August 2016.  

 

 



Summary 

In addition to introducing methods for geolocation of demersal fish in Alaska, my research on the multi-

scale movement of halibut has provided valuable insights into the behavior of Pacific halibut and has 

resulted in new ways to quantify flatfish activity patterns. For example, acceleration data collected in 

the course of the Glacier Bay research has a direct and immediate application to the development of 

tags that can quantify survival of halibut bycatch in the Bering Sea.  

2015 Presentations 

Nielsen, J.K., Broell, F., Loher, T., Rose, C., Drobny, P., Taggart, C.T., and Seitz, A.C. Characterizing and 

quantifying activity patterns of fish with accelerometer archival tags: Pacific halibut as a case study. AFS 

Alaska, Homer, November 2015. 

Nielsen, J.K. and Seitz, A.C. Residence and seasonal migration of Pacific halibut in Glacier Bay. Seminar 

for National Park Service staff and visitors, Gustavus, July 2015. 

Timelines 

Spring 2016 – Fall 2016. Continue work on Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. Graduate Fall 2016. 
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